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NEWS BRIEF 
November 15, 2021 
 
Dana Launches New Spicer® Off-Highway Tool Program  
 
MAUMEE, Ohio – Dana Incorporated has introduced a new Spicer® off-highway tool program to 
provide customers with the correct tools to service transmissions.  The program features easy-
to-use tools for new model coverage to provide Dana off-highway customers with a specialized 
tool source so they can make effective repairs.  
 
Backed by a one-year limited warranty, the initial phase of the Spicer off-highway tool program 
focuses on tools needed specifically for work on Spicer® TE14 and TE50 transmissions.   Tools 
for older transmission models, axles, and torque hub models will be added to the program in 
2022. The Spicer off-highway tool program includes tools such as bearing and seal drivers, 
press tools, installation tools for gearing, and shafts as well as fixtures to assist in the 
transmission rebuild process.  
 
“This new Spicer tool program helps ensure that Dana customers have the right tools at the 
right time to effectively service off-highway vehicles,” said Bill Nunnery, senior director, sales 
and marketing, global aftermarket for Dana.  “As is customary for all Dana products, the new 
Spicer tools are manufactured to the highest quality standards, so they deliver reliable 
performance.  Having access to these essential tools will take the worry out of having to source 
specialty tools when service time is critical.” 
 
To learn more, or to purchase Spicer off-highway tools, contact a Dana sales representative or 
visit www.DanaAftermarket.com.  
 
About Dana in the Aftermarket  
Powered by recognized brands such as Dana, Spicer®, Victor Reinz®, Albarus™, Brevini™, 
Glaser®, GWB®, Spicer Select™, Thompson™, and Transejes™, Dana delivers a broad range 
of aftermarket solutions – including genuine, all-makes, and value lines – servicing passenger, 
commercial, and off-highway vehicles around the world. Leveraged by a global network of 14 
distribution centers, Dana's dedicated aftermarket team provides technical service, customer 
support, high fill rates, and on-time delivery to customers around the globe. For product 
information, visit www.SpicerParts.com and www.VictorReinz.com. For e-catalog and parts 
locator, visit www.DanaAftermarket.com. To speak with a Dana customer service 
representative, call 1-800-621-8084. 
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